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SECTION A: COMPULSORY

Answer question ONE in this section.

Question 1
Using Structural Functionalism, critically analyse the conflicts presented in the narrative, “Tsangalemibba” (30 Marks)

SECTION B

Answer ONE question from this section.

Question 2
Discuss how the ancient Zulu narrative, “Umxakaza Wakogingqwayo” uses juxtaposition to highlight the responsibility parents have in raising a girl child. (30 Marks)

Question 3
Elaborate on how the narrative “Dumba” relies on the expansible image concept to develop the narrative’s plot. In your discussion, show that you understand the difference between a core-cliché, core-image, and expansible image. (30 marks)

Question 4
Discuss the Structuralists approach to the study of oral narratives. Your discussion should include a critical evaluation of Structuralism. (30 marks)